Testing Facility Finds Efficiency with Camcode Durable Bar Code Labels
Camcode Helps Improve Inventory and Data Entry Processes
Colorado Engineering Experiment Station, Inc. (CEESI) is an
industrial test facility that calibrates flow meters which are used
to measure fluid through a variety of types of equipment. They
calibrate a wide array of flow meters including large meters for
energy companies and small tubing for the medical industry.
Looking to improve efficiency in inventory and testing processes,
CEESI began to research bar coding. With a wide variety of pipes
and materials moving throughout the facility at any given time, it
was important to know what pipes were available, as well as which
pipes were in a specific order during testing. Bar codes would also
allow CEESI to automate its quality control data entry process,
moving away from manual entry, which was slower and more
susceptible to errors. This would also help technicians document a
test set up quickly, so the same criteria could be easily repeated in
additional tests.

“Camcode took the time
to really understand our
applications and our needs.”

In searching for bar codes, CEESI knew it needed a durable
label that would resist the materials inside the testing facility,
as well as stand up to the varying weather conditions outdoors
where pipes are frequently stored. CEESI soon found a variety
of durable bar code label options through Camcode.

After receiving bar code label samples from Camcode, James Beeson, Manager of Information
Technology for CEESI, actually performed his own durability testing at home. He applied a
Camcode label to a steel piece called an angle iron. He then froze it, thawed it, and moved it
outdoors for a few days before refreezing it. He wanted to see how the label reacted when moved
from one environment to another. The metal angle iron rusted slightly, but the bar code label
stayed in place and remained readable throughout his testing.
Though CEESI realized Camcode bar
code labels were the labels of choice,
the road to finding the exact label
configuration for its application was
more challenging. Because CEESI had
a variety of pipe sizes and each pipe
surface is curved, it had to find the
right combination of material
thicknesses and adhesives that
would work universally. A Camcode
salesperson visited Beeson and the
team on-site and worked with them
to develop the best solution for their
applications.

Durability: Camcode’s
Metalphoto® Bar Code Tags
withstand abrasion, intense
temperatures and weather
conditions, and exposure to UV,
chemicals and solvents.
Compatibility: Proven to
integrate easily with the leading
asset management systems.
Long Life: Bar codes remain
readable for 30 years even in
the harshest conditions. No
need to ever re-label.
Accuracy: Virtually eliminates
errors caused by manual data
collection, ensuring accurate
information.
Efficiency: Perform field data
acquisition more quickly and
easily for greater productivity
and reduced labor costs.

“There was a lot that I didn’t understand about the implications of bar code symbologies,” said
Beeson. “Our salesperson was very helpful in explaining how bar codes work, and helped us
select a different product than we had envisioned.” (please see reverse side)
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Camcode: The Standard
for Bar Code Asset Tags

Cost-Effective: Camcode
Bar Code Asset Tags pay
for themselves in increased
productivity and reduced rework.
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